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.č
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ė"Đĝ
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.Ď

.ĖđĜĕēĐ ďĤĥĚč ĦđĜĕēčĐ ğĎČ Ęĥ ĤĦČčđ
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.ďčĘč ĔĞčđ ĦĕĘĎĜČč ĖĕĦđčđĥĦ Ęė ĦČ čđĦė (2)
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.ďēČė ęĕĜēčĜĘđ ĦđĜēčĜĘ ĦđĜđđėĚđ ĤėĒ ěđĥĘč ĦđēĝđĜĚ ĐĒ ěđĘČĥč ĦđĕēĜĐĐ

!ĐēĘĢĐč
/ğďĘ ĤčĞĚ ĖĥĚĐ/

.ď
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PART I: ACCESS TO INFORMATION FROM WRITTEN TEXTS (70 points)

«YÓÑ70ªÃêfKNÉtP¼æ óêaÉsDJÉ
uXÅê®rWÅyÉYHFKÉÅfÉ
°WPQMyÉ 5-1YM aÉ

(ĦđďđģĜ 70) ČĤģĜĐ ĦĜčĐ :ěđĥČĤ ģĤĠ
ĘĞ ĐĜĞđ ,ĖĕĜĠĘĥ ĞĔģĐ ĦČ ČĤģ
.đĕĤēČĥ 5-1 ĦđĘČĥĐ

Read the article below and then answer questions 1-5.
AN UNUSUAL TOWN
I

There is a treasure in the town of Coober Pedy,

Australia. It is a treasure you cannot see because it is
under the ground. This treasure is special stones called
opals.* Opals are very valuable. Many people come to
5

Coober Pedy to look for opals because they hope to get
rich. You can sell a perfect opal for a million dollars.

II

You will also see other unusual things in Coober

Underground hotel room in Coober Pedy
)URPZZZÁLFNUFRPSKRWRE\0LFKDHO

Pedy. There are signs that tell you to be careful because
there are holes in the ground. You will also see many doors in the hills. This is because opals aren’t
10

the only things under the ground in Coober Pedy. Today, 1,500 people live and work under the ground.
So there are shops, restaurants and even a bookstore under the ground.

III Why do they live under the ground? The answer is simple: to stay cool. It is very hot outside!
The temperature can reach 50o in the summer. But the temperature underground will always be a
comfortable 24o.

15

IV Life underground has other advantages. It’s quiet. This makes it easy to get a good night’s
sleep. Also, there isn't any sunlight to wake you up. And the best thing is you can dig for opals under
your own home and maybe get rich.
(ĐĤģĕ ěčČ) ĘĠđČ *

«tffªæWêÅ
4 ďđĚĞ

/5 ďđĚĞč ĖĥĚĐ/
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°YHFKÉX"®5-1YM aÉuYógQMWXÅ
æwËf|ÉÑn}®3ðê2ðê1YM aÉy
°Y Q DÉYWÉtÓ
°ÌWNQMHÉX"XÅ®uQQWÉuQÉT"Éy
«YÓÑ31ª

.ĞĔģĐ ĕĠ ĘĞ ,5-1 ĦđĘČĥĐ ĘĞ ĦĕĘĎĜČč ĐĜĞ
Ĥ ĠĝĚĐ ĦČ ğģĐ ,3ąđ ,2 ,1 ĦđĘČĥč
.ĐĜđėĜĐ ĐčđĥĦĐ Ęĥ
.ĦđČĤđĐĐ ĕĠĘ ĐĜĞ ĦđĘČĥĐ ĤČĥč
(ĦđďđģĜ 31)

Answer questions 1-5 in English according to the article. In questions 1, 2 and 3, circle the
number of the correct answer. In the other questions, follow the instructions.
1.

What is special about Coober Pedy? (paragraph I)
i)

Many people live there.

ii)

There are opals underground.

iii) It has many different treasures.
(5 points)
2.

Why do many people come to Coober Pedy? (paragraph I)
i)

To look for jobs

ii)

To become rich

iii) To sell special stones
(6 points)
3.

The signs in Coober Pedy tell you (-). (paragraph II)
i)

where the bookstore is

ii)

how to dig for opals

iii) to watch out for holes

5 ďđĚĞ

(6 points)

/6 ďđĚĞč ĖĥĚĐ/
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4.

Why is it important to stay cool in Coober Pedy? (paragraph III)

%HFDXVH WKHWHPSHUDWXUH WKHUH FDQUHDFKLQWKHVXPPHU
ANSWER: ................................................................................................................................................
.
 ! -$   $  #$

5.

(7 points)

Give ONE advantage of life under the ground according to paragraph IV.

,W VTXLHW
ANSWER: ...............................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................ .
(7 points)
 ! -$   $  #$

6 ďđĚĞ

/7 ďđĚĞč ĖĥĚĐ/
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uXÅê®rWÅyÉYHFKÉÅfÉ
°WPQMyÉ12-6 YM aÉ

,ĖĕĜĠĘĥ ĞĔģĐ ĦČ ČĤģ
.đĕĤēČĥ 12-6 ĦđĘČĥĐ ĘĞ ĐĜĞđ

Read the article below and then answer questions 6-12.
YOUNG INVENTORS

One of the children's inventions
Photo by Littleinventors.org

I

Dominic Wilcox likes to invent things. He believes children also like to invent things. He thinks

that children’s ideas are as good as the ideas of adults. In 2015 Wilcox gave many workshops for
children aged 5-12 in his home town of Sunderland, England. He wanted to give children a place to
talk about their ideas.
5

II

The workshops were a big success. More than 300 children participated. They had ideas for

more than 450 fun inventions. Wilcox showed their ideas to a group of artists. Each artist chose one
idea and worked with the inventor. Together they found a way to build the invention.
III ,Q6HSWHPEHU:LOFR[VKRZHGÀYHRIWKH inventions at the Victoria and Albert Museum in
London. One of the inventions, for example, was a scooter that a family of four can ride on together.
10

IV After that, Wilcox started a website called “Little Inventors”. Young inventors from all over the
world can send their ideas to this website and get help to improve their inventions.

7 ďđĚĞ

/8 ďđĚĞč ĖĥĚĐ/
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°YHFKÉX"®12-6YM aÉuYógQMWXÅ
tÓæwËf|ÉÑn}®12ðê11ðê10ðê9ðê6YM aÉy
°ÌWNQMHÉX"XÅ®uQQWÉuQÉT"Éy°Y Q DÉYWÉ
«YÓÑ39ª

.ĞĔģĐ ĕĠ ĘĞ ,12-6 ĦđĘČĥĐ ĘĞ ĦĕĘĎĜČč ĐĜĞ
Ę ĥ ĤĠĝĚĐ ĦČ ğģĐ ,12ąđ 11 ,10 ,9 ,6 ĦđĘČĥč
.ĦđČĤđĐĐ ĕĠĘ ĐĜĞ ĦđĘČĥĐ ĤČĥč .ĐĜđėĜĐ ĐčđĥĦĐ
(ĦđďđģĜ 39)

Answer questions 6-12 in English according to the article. In questions 6, 9, 10, 11 and
12, circle the number of the correct answer. In the other questions, follow the instructions.
6.

What do we learn about Dominic Wilcox in paragraph I?
i)

He helps adults invent things.

ii)

Children like his inventions.

iii) He thinks children have good ideas.
7.

(5 points)

What did Wilcox want to do in his workshops? (paragraph I)

+HZDQWHGWRJLYHFKLOGUHQDSODFHWRWDONDERXWWKHLULGHDV
ANSWER: ..............................................................................................................................................
(6 points)
8.

Why does the writer say that the workshops were successful? Give ONE answer. (paragraph II)

%HFDXVH PRUHWKDQFKLOGUHQSDUWLFLSDWHG
ANSWER: ..............................................................................................................................................
(6 points)
 ! -$   $  #$
9.

What did the artists do? (paragraph II)
i)

They taught the children in the workshops.

ii)

They worked with the children on their inventions.

iii) They gave Wilcox ideas for new inventions.

(6 points)

10. Why does the writer talk about the museum in London? (paragraph III)
i)

Wilcox worked with artists at the museum.

ii)

Wilcox visited the museum often.

iii) Wilcox showed the children's inventions there.

8 ďđĚĞ

(6 points)

/9 ďđĚĞč ĖĥĚĐ/
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11. What is special about the scooter? (paragraph III)
i)

Four people can ride it.

ii)

Dominic Wilcox built it.

iii) People in London use it.

(5 points)

12. What can young inventors learn from the website? (paragraph IV)
i)

Where they can go for a workshop.

ii)

Why some inventions are successful.

iii) How they can make their inventions better.

9 ďđĚĞ

(5 points)

/10 ďđĚĞč ĖĥĚĐ/
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PART II: ACCESS TO INFORMATION FROM SPOKEN TEXTS (30 points)

«YÓÑ30ªÛwN"NÉtP¼yWÉsDJÉ
èW WèwðgMuQO ð NNÉnQN¼ÉwPÉ
°sDJÉÉey

(ĦđďđģĜ 30) ĞĚĥĜĐ ĦĜčĐ :ĕĜĥ ģĤĠ
ěēčĕĐĘ ęĕčĕĕē ęĕĜēčĜĐ Ęė :čĘ đĚĕĥ
.ĐĒ ģĤĠč
ęĕĜēčĜĘ ĦđČĤđĐ
.ĔĤđĠĝ ęĘĢ ĞĔģĐ ĦČ ĞđĚĥĘ ęĕďĚđĞ ęĦČ
.ęĕĕĚĞĠ Ĥďđĥĕ ĞĔģĐ

*

.18-13 ĦđĘČĥč đĜĕĕĞ ĞĔģĐ Ĥđďĕĥ ĕĜĠĘ

*

.ĞĔģĐ Ęĥ ěđĥČĤĐ ĤđďĕĥĐ ĤēČĘ ģĤ ĦđĘČĥĐ ĘĞ čĕĥĐĘ ĘĕēĦĐĘ ĕđĢĤ

*

uQO ð NNMÌWNQMH

Y}WÓÓ ?wDYHFKÉxÇèwHN"ãw
°uQófYHFKÉ[ñ
ó  *
.18-13 YM aÉyÉwOóHN®YHFKÉ[s
ó
*
°YHFKMæóêaÉ[ÉdHlKYM
ó
aÉuYWÉyÃdÉeó NÉu *
Instructions
You are about to hear the passage A Sports Photographer.
* The passage will be broadcast TWICE.
* Before the first broadcast, read questions 13-18.
* It is best to start answering the questions after the first broadcast of the passage.

10 ďđĚĞ

/11 ďđĚĞč ĖĥĚĐ/
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Y}WÓÓ ?wD
°[ÉX"
ó
18-13 YM aÉuXÅ
°Y Q DÉYWÉtÓæwËf|ÉÑn}
«ÌWÓÑ5¯Y Q YWÇ ósL½YÓÑ30ª

ĔĤđĠĝ ęĘĢ
.ĤđďĕĥĐ ĕĠ ĘĞ 18-13 ĦđĘČĥĐ ĘĞ ĐĜĞ
.ĐĜđėĜĐ ĐčđĥĦĐ Ęĥ ĤĠĝĚĐ ĦČ ğģĐ
(ĦđďđģĜ 5 Á ĐĜđėĜ ĐčđĥĦ ĘėĘ ;ĦđďđģĜ 30)

Answer questions 13-18 according to the broadcast. In all the questions circle the number of the
correct answer.
A SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER
13. After Adam's trip with his father, (-).
i)

he decided to buy a new camera

ii)

he chose his future profession

iii) he wanted to go to California
14. When did Adam decide to become a sports photographer?
i)

After his photographs were in the school newspaper.

ii)

When he stopped playing basketball.

iii) After he met a professional basketball player.
15. What makes Adam's pictures special?
i)

They are pictures of professional games.

ii)

They show the feelings of the players.

iii) They are all on his website.
16. What does Adam do before a game?
i)

He puts the cameras in different places.

ii)

He takes pictures of the players.

iii) He talks to the players about the game.
11 ďđĚĞ

/12 ďđĚĞč ĖĥĚĐ/
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17. Why do players often fall on Adam during the game?
i)

He is busy checking his cameras.

ii)

They can't see him.

iii) He is very close to the action.

18. What part of the job does Adam like the most?
i)

To be at the game.

ii)

To talk to the fans.

iii) To meet with the other photographers.

!ĐēĘĢĐč

ĘČĤĥĕ ĦĜĕďĚĘ ĐĤđĚĥ ęĕĤĢđĕĐ ĦđėĒ
ĖđĜĕēĐ ďĤĥĚ ĦđĥĤč ČĘČ ęĝĤĠĘ đČ ģĕĦĞĐĘ ěĕČ

ʧʴʱʰ
'ʠ ʯʥʬʠʹ
(MODULE A)
ʺʥʴʱʥʰ ʺʥʩʸʹʴʠ ʺʥʡʥʹʺ

:4 ʤʬʠʹ
-

(Because) it is very hot (there).
:5 ʤʬʠʹ

-

It is easy to get a good night's sleep there.

-

There isn't any sunlight to wake you up.

-

You can dig for opals under your home (and maybe get rich).
:8 ʤʬʠʹ

-

(Because) the children (who participated in the workshops) had ideas for
more than 450 fun inventions.

